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Change Log

Change Log

Date Change Description

July 22, 2022 FortiADC 6.2.4 Release Notes initial release.
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Introduction

Introduction

This Release Notes covers the new features, enhancements, known issues, and resolved issues of FortiADC™
version 6.2.4, Build 0237.

To upgrade to FortiADC 6.2.4, see Upgrade notes.

FortiADC provides load balancing, both locally and globally, and application delivery control. For more
information, visit: https://docs.fortinet.com/product/fortiadc/.
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What's new

What's new

FortiADC 6.2.4 is a patch release, where no new features and enhancements are covered in this release. See
Known issues on page 11 and Resolved issues on page 9 for details.
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Hardware, VM, cloud platform, and browser support

Hardware, VM, cloud platform, and browser support

This section lists the hardware models, hypervisor versions, cloud platforms, and web browsers supported by
FortiADC 6.2.4.

Supported Hardware:

l FortiADC 200D
l FortiADC 300D
l FortiADC 400D
l FortiADC 700D
l FortiADC 1500D
l FortiADC 2000D
l FortiADC 4000D
l FortiADC 100F
l FortiADC 120F
l FortiADC 200F
l FortiADC 220F
l FortiADC 300F
l FortiADC 400F
l FortiADC 1000F
l FortiADC 1200F
l FortiADC 2000F
l FortiADC 2200F
l FortiADC 4000F
l FortiADC 4200F
l FortiADC 5000F

For more information on the supported hardware models, see FortiADC's Hardware Documents.

Supported hypervisor versions:

VM environment Tested Versions

VMware ESXi 3.5, 4.x, 5.0, 5.1, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 6.7, 7.0

Microsoft Hyper-V Windows Server 2012 R2, 2016 and 2019

KVM Linux version 3.19.0 qemu-img v2.0.0, qemu-img v2.2

Citrix Xen XenServer 6.5.0

Xen Project Hypervisor 4.4.2, 4.5

OpenStack Pike

Nutanix AHV
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Hardware, VM, cloud platform, and browser support

Supported cloud platforms:

l AWS (AmazonWeb Services)
l Microsoft Azure
l GCP (Google Cloud Platform)
l OCI (Oracle Cloud Infrastructure)

For more information on the supported cloud platforms, see the FortiADC Private Cloud and Public Cloud
documents.

Supported web browsers:

l Mozilla Firefox version 59
l Google Chrome version 65

We strongly recommend you set either of the Web browsers as your default Web browser when working with
FortiADC. You may also use other (versions of the) browsers, but you may encounter certain issues with
FortiADC's Web GUI.
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Resolved issues

Resolved issues

The following issues have been resolved in FortiADC 6.2.4 release. For inquiries about particular bugs, please
contact Fortinet Customer Service & Support.

Bug ID Description

0824584 HTTP proxy crashes when uploading WAF JSON schema.

0819097 Error message "merge warning" triggers when synchronizing GSLB
through Sync List.

0816794 Requests are incorrectly blocked when the Cookie Security is in "Signed"
mode.

0816089 FortiSandbox Fabric Connector cannot connect type FSA.

0815653 RADIUS persistence is not working.

0815454 Client timeout settings limited to 3600 seconds or less.

0814475 Google OAuth authentication code verification fails with "Malformed auth
code" and "match scope failed".

0812824 In AWS, IP address type is not hidden after the real server pool is changed
from dynamic back to static.

0810998 Local and remote administrative users unable to log in through GUI.

0808086 FortiADC does not process some requests when using the WAF profile.

0808067 Administrative profile is not working.

0806865 False positives triggered in DOS HTTP request flood protection due to
inaccurate request count caused by timer being too busy.

0806675 L7 SMTP operation issues occurring after firmware update.

0805167 User access issue on VDOM permission due to REST API return error.

0804961 Incorrect behavior in automation Email actions.

0804514 HA status incorrectly show as "Not Sync".

0804489 L7 VS accepts only one SSH session.

0795733 In GUI, Server Load Balance > Application Resources > Client SSL page
and Server Load Balance > Real Server Pool > Server SSL page, in the
Cipher Suite List field, should update the note "*Ciphers supported by
hardware SSL" --> "*Ciphers fully supported by hardware SSL".

0795719 GSLB Cloud Connector and CLI commands not working.

0795569 HTTP proxy crash resulting in HA disconnection.

0794998 Insecure MAC algorithms in use: umac-64.
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Resolved issues

Bug ID Description

0793892 DNS cannot resolve when there are many addresses for one FQDN.

0793755 Management interface is not showing in DHCP/PPPoE mode.

0792981 In HA cluster, management interface is unstable after upgrade from
FortiADC 6.2.1 to 6.2.2.

0789324 Shutdown for FortiADC instance on Alibaba Cloud console takes 3-4
minutes to complete.

0789322 VNC console failed to log in to Alibaba Cloud VM instance.

0783548 FortiADCresets MySQL connection when concurrent connections are set
for MySQL service in L7 VS.

0726385 Sync-list authentication fails for FortiADC in Azure.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

For more information, visit https://www.fortiguard.com/psirt.

0822315 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CWE-228: Improper Handling of Syntactically Invalid Structure.

0814162 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CVE-2022-29824.

0802148 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CVE-2019-9628.

0800737 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to vulnerabilities from tcpdump
versions 4.99.1 or earlier.

0797218 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CWE-78: Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS
Command ("OS Command Injection").

0795169 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CWE-620: Unverified Password Change.

0792114 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CVE-2022-0778.

0775523 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CWE-610: Externally Controlled Reference to a Resource in Another
Sphere.

0790807 FortiADC 6.2.4 is no longer vulnerable to the following CVE-Reference:
CWE-78: Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS
Command ("OS Command Injection").
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Known issues

Known issues

This section lists known issues in version FortiADC6.2.4 release. For inquiries about particular bugs, please
contact Fortinet Customer Service & Support.

Bug ID Description

0828572 200D/100F/200F/1000F/2000F/4000F incorrectly uses FortiADC-VM as
the default certificate, which may cause FortiSandbox Cloud connection
issues.
This is expected to be fixed in the next release.
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Image checksums

Image checksums

To verify the integrity of the firmware file, use a checksum tool and compute the firmware file’s MD5 checksum.
Compare it with the checksum indicated by Fortinet. If the checksums match, the file is intact.

MD5 checksums for Fortinet software and firmware releases are available from Fortinet Customer Service &
Support. After logging in to the web site, near the bottom of the page, click the Firmware Image Checksums
button. (The button appears only if one or more of your devices has a current support contract.) In the File Name
field, enter the firmware image file name including its extension, then click Get Checksum Code.

Customer Service & Support image checksum tool
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Upgrade notes

Upgrade notes

This section includes upgrade information about FortiADC 6.2.4.

Supported upgrade paths

This section discusses the general paths to upgrade FortiADC from previous releases.

Note:

If you are upgrading to a version that is in a higher version level, you will need to upgrade to the nearest branch
of the major level incrementally until you reach the desired version. For example, to upgrade from 5.3.5 to 6.1.5,
you will follow the upgrade path below:

5.3.5 → 5.4.x → 6.0.x → 6.1.5

(wherein "x" refers to the latest version of the branch)

6.1.x to 6.2.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

6.0.x to 6.1.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

5.4.x to 6.0.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

5.3.x to 5.4.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

5.2.x to 5.3.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

5.1.x to 5.2.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

5.0.4 to 5.1.x

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

Note: allow-ssl-version
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Upgrade notes

There is an old SSL version in the allow-ssl-version config that is not recommend; but the client may have
configured it before. This is removed when you upgrade from 5.0.x to 5.1.x/5.2.x. The client may need to add it
back manually for compatibility.

5.0.0 to 5.0.4

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console

4.8.x to 5.0.0

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

GUI

Due to GUI changes and enhancements, we strongly recommend refreshing (Ctrl +F5) your web browser when
access the FortiADC web GUI after the upgrade.

Authentication

This upgrade addresses the compatibility with other devices. Therefore, you must download the new FortiADC
SAML SP and upload it to the SAML IDP peer. You do not need to modify the FortiADC SP file anymore.

System

It will take more time to upgrade to 5.0.0 because FortiADC has to create quarantine partition for the AV feature.

GEO IP

You will lose your existing GEO IP protection region configurations when upgrading from 4.7.x to 5.0.0.

4.8.4 to 4.8.4

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

4.8.2 to 4.8.3

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

4.8.1 to 4.8.2

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

4.8.0 to 4.8.1

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

GUI

l Due to GUI changes, be sure to refresh your web browser when the upgrade is completed (Ctrl + F5).
l FortiADC 60F supports Google Chrome only.
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Upgrade notes

HA

l To synchronize system image upgrade in HA mode, make sure that all the devices in the HA cluster use
exactly the same version of the image.

l Use the management interface in HA mode instead of a dedicated interface.

Platform

l Upgrade your VM01 to 4 GB of memory in virtual platform.

4.7.x to 4.8.0

Direct upgrade via the web GUI or the Console.

l GUI—Due to GUI changes, be sure to refresh (CTRL+F5) your web browser when access FortiADC upon
upgrade.

l HA—(For physical devices) Upon upgrade, wait for a few minutes for the HA state to stabilize and the
configuration to sync.

l Service—When upgrading to 4.8.x from 4.7.x or lower, FortiADC will add 28 predefined services. If you
have old services with the same names as those of the predefined services, FortiADC will rename those
"old" services to "oldname_upgrade".

l Global Load Balance—If there was a virtual server pool that was not referenced by any GLB Host in the
4.7.x configuration, the Default Feedback IP configuration in this virtual server pool will be lost upon
upgrade. To keep this Default Feedback IP, you MUST reference this virtual server pool in the GLB Host
before upgrading the system.

4.6.x to 4.7.x

Direct upgrade via the web UI or the CLI.

l GUI—Due to GUI changes, refresh (CTRL+F5) your web browser when access FortiADC upon upgrade.
l HA—(For physical devices) Upon upgrade, wait for a few minutes for the HA state to stabilize and the
configuration to sync.

l Service—When upgrading to 4.7.x from 4.6.x or lower, FortiADC will add 28 predefined services. If you
have old services with the same names as those of the predefined services, FortiADC will rename those
"old" services to "oldname_upgrade".

l Global Load Balance—If there was a virtual server pool that was not referenced by any GLB Host in 4.7.x
configuration, the Default Feedback IP configuration in this virtual server pool will be lost upon upgrade. To
keep this Default Feedback IP, you MUST reference this virtual server pool in the GLB Host before
upgrading the system.

4.6.1 to 4.6.2

Direct upgrade via the web UI or CLI.

4.5.x to 4.6.x

Direct upgrade to FortiADC 4.6.0 from any version prior to 4.5.x is NOT supported via the GUI. The best way to
upgrade is via the CLI using the restore image command. If you prefer to upgrade via the GUI, you MUST
first upgrade the image to 4.5.x and then to 4.6.x.
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Upgrade notes

l GUI—Due to GUI changes in 4.6.x, be sure to refresh your browser when accessing the new FortiADC
web GUI.

l Global Load Balance— If your existing configuration contains the ISP feature, reconfigure it. This is
because the ISP option has been moved.

l HA—Update the firmware if HA Sync is enabled. The process normally takes about 10 minutes to
complete.

4.4.x to 4.5.x

Direct upgrade via the web UI or the CLI.

4.3.x to 4.5.x

Direct upgrade via the web UI or the CLI.

4.2.x to 4.5.x

Direct upgrade via the web UI or the CLI.

4.1.x to 4.5.x

You can upgrade from FortiADC 4.1.x using the CLI. Direct upgrade from 4.1.x to 4.5.x is not supported from the
web UI. See the FortiADC Handbook for instructions on upgrading with the CLI.

4.0.x to 4.5.x

Direct upgrade from 4.0.x and earlier is not supported. You must first upgrade to FortiADC 4.1.x, and the system
must be in an operable state.

Upgrading a stand-alone appliance from 4.2.x or later

The following figure shows the user interface for managing firmware (either upgrades or downgrades).
Firmware can be loaded on two disk partitions: the active partition and the alternate partition. The upgrade
procedure:

l Updates the firmware on the inactive partition and then makes it the active partition.
l Copies the firmware on the active partition, upgrades it, and installs it in place of the configuration on the
inactive partition.

For example, if partition 1 is active, and you perform the upgrade procedure:

l Partition 2 is upgraded and becomes the active partition; partition 1 becomes the alternate partition.
l The configuration on partition 1 remains in place; it is copied, upgraded, and installed in place of the
configuration on partition 2.

This is designed to preserve the working system state in the event the upgrade fails or is aborted.
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Upgrade notes

Before you begin:

l You must have super user permission (user admin) to upgrade firmware.
l Download the firmware file from the Fortinet Customer Service & Support website:
https://support.fortinet.com/

l Back up your configuration before beginning this procedure. Reverting to an earlier firmware version could
reset settings that are not compatible with the new firmware.

l You upgrade the alternate partition. Decide which partition you want to upgrade. If necessary, click Boot
Alternate Firmware to change the active/alternate partitions.

To update firmware:

1. Go to System > Settings.
2. Click theMaintenance tab.
3. Scroll to the Upgrade section.
4. Click Browse to locate and select the file.

5. Click to upload the firmware and reboot.
The system replaces the firmware on the alternate partition and reboots. The alternate (upgraded) partition
becomes the active, and the active becomes the alternate.

6. Clear the cache of your web browser and restart it to ensure that it reloads the web UI and correctly
displays all interface changes.

Upgrading an HA cluster from 4.3.x or later

The upgrade page for Release 4.3.0 and later includes an option to upgrade the firmware on all nodes in an
HA cluster from the primary node.

The following chain of events occurs when you use this option:

1. The primary node pushes the firmware image to the member nodes.
2. The primary node notifies the member nodes of the upgrade, and takes on their user traffic during the

upgrade.
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Upgrade notes

3. The upgrade command is run on the member nodes, the systems are rebooted, and the member nodes
send the primary node an acknowledgment that the upgrade has been completed.

4. The upgrade command is run on the primary node, and it reboots. While the primary node is rebooting, a
member node assumes the primary node status, and traffic fails over from the former primary node to the
new primary node.

After the upgrade process is completed, the system determines whether the original node becomes the primary
node, according to the HA Override settings:

l If Override is enabled, the cluster considers the Device Priority setting. Both nodes usually make a second
failover in order to resume their original roles.

l If Override is disabled, the cluster considers the uptime first. The original primary node will have a smaller
uptime due to the order of reboots during the firmware upgrade. Therefore, it will not resume its active role.
Instead, the node with the greatest uptime will remain the new primary node. A second failover will not
occur.

Before you begin, do the following:

1. Make sure that you have super user permission (user admin) on the appliance whose firmware you want to
upgrade.

2. Download the firmware file from the Fortinet Customer Service & Support website:
https://support.fortinet.com/

3. Back up your configuration before beginning this procedure. Reverting to an earlier version of the firmware
could reset the settings that are not compatible with the new firmware.

4. Verify that the cluster node members are powered on and available on all of the network interfaces that you
have configured. (Note: If required ports are not available, HA port monitoring could inadvertently trigger an
additional failover, resulting in traffic interruption during the firmware update.)

5. You upgrade the alternate partition. Decide which partition you want to upgrade. If necessary, click Boot
Alternate Firmware to change the active/alternate partitions.

To update the firmware for an HA cluster:

1. Log into the Web UI of the primary node as the admin administrator.
2. Go to System > Settings.
3. Click theMaintenance tab.
4. Scroll to the Upgrade section.
5. Click Browse to locate and select the file.
6. Enable the HA Sync option.

7. Click to upload the firmware and start the upgrade process.
8. Wait for the system to reboot and log you out to complete the upgrade.
9. Clear the cache of your Web browser and restart it to ensure that it reloads the web UI and correctly

displays all interface changes.

Note: Normally, it takes approximately up to 10 minutes to upgrade with HA Sync.
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Upgrade notes

Special notes

Suggestions

l HSM doesn't support TLS v1.3. If the HSM certificate is used in VS, the TLS v1.3 handshake will fail.
Workaround: Uncheck the TLSv1.3 in the SSL profile if you're using the HSM certificate to avoid potential
handshake failure.

l The backup config file in versions 5.2.0-5.2.4/5.3.0-5.3.1 containing certificate config might not be restored
properly (causing config to be lost). After upgrading to version 6.2.4, please discard the old 5.2.x/5.3.x
config file and back up the config file in 6.2.4 again.

l Keep the old SSL version predefined config to ensure a smooth upgrade.
l Since the v4.7.x release, FortiADC has introduced a parameter called config-priotity for HA
configuration. It allows you to determine which configuration the system uses when synchronizing the
configuration between the HA nodes. Therefore, upon upgrading to FortiADC 4.7.x or higher, we strongly
recommend that you use this option to manually set different HA configuration priority values on the
HA nodes. Otherwise, you'll have no control over the system's primary-secondary configuration sync
behavior.
When the configuration priority values are identical on both nodes (whether by default or by configuration),
the system uses the configuration of the appliance with the larger serial number to override that of the
appliance with the smaller serial number. When the configuration priority values on the nodes are different,
the configuration of the appliance with the lower configuration priority will prevail.
The request-body-detection in the WAF web-attack-signature profile will be changed from "disable" to
"enable" automatically after upgrading to FortiADC 5.4.0.

l In version 6.2.0, the default mode of QAT SSL has been changed to polling.
l To use the SRIOV feature, users must deploy a new VM.
l Before downgrading from 6.1.4, ensure the new L7 TCP or L7 UDP application profiles are deleted or
changed to a profile type that is supported in the downgrade version. Otherwise, this will cause the cmdb to
crash.

l After upgrading to 6.2.4, in HA environments where both nodes have been installed with certificate
embedded licenses and are using FortiSandbox Cloud functions, you must reinstall the licenses. As the
nodes would have been synchronized and overwritten during the upgrade, the certificates would not be
recoverable. Reinstalling the certificate embedded licenses is required to ensure the certificate-related
functions would work properly.
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